
 Introduction     

       You shouldn ’ t hit people  …  because there ’ s a better way than hurting 
someone. (12 - year - old)   

 This book is about the rights of children to live in environments where 
they are loved, nurtured and valued as people with important insights. We 
contend that children must be recognized as individuals with human rights 
as well as special needs for protection (Goddard,  1993 ). In complex, adult -
 centric, materialistic societies, children may be viewed as appendages of 
adults, and their feelings and experiences minimized. Children ’ s smaller 
stature and evolving competencies distance them from adults, who perceive 
themselves to be more advanced and more important. It is 20 years since 
the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) 
 (1989)  was drafted, and perhaps adult – child relationships have changed 
(Jenks,  1996 ). Children may now be more visible and audible, but too many 
children continue to be hurt and silenced by the abuse of adults (Mudaly 
and Goddard,  2006 ), and children may still be  ‘ afraid to speak because they 
fear physical punishment ’  (Saunders and Goddard,  2007 , p. 36). 

 It is 30 years since Sweden prohibited physical punishment, recognizing 
children ’ s rights to the same protection from assault as adults. Twenty - four 
countries have since followed Sweden ’ s example. The rest of the world, 
however, continues to tolerate physical punishment to some degree. In this 
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2 Physical Punishment in Childhood

context, physical punishment may dampen children ’ s curiosity and spon-
taneity, and enhance their vulnerability to abuse:

  The silencing and powerlessness of children who suffer degrading and unjust 
treatment by adults responsible for their care and protection is a character-
istic of childhood often maintained by sanctioned physical punishment. 
 (Saunders and Goddard,  2008 , p. 415)     

  Defi ning  p hysical  p unishment 

 Defi ning physical punishment is challenging. The impact on children may 
be inconsequential or catastrophic. Some researchers differentiate between 
what they term  ‘ normative ’  physical punishment, such as a painful slap on 
the child ’ s backside, and more severe physical punishment. Others argue 
that  ‘ normative ’  physical punishment includes severe responses, including 
the use of implements to hit children (Gershoff,  2002b ). For those who do 
not consider mild physical punishment to be abusive, deciding a threshold 
of when  ‘ acceptable ’  physical punishment ends and child abuse begins is 
both diffi cult and value - laden:  ‘ the line between legitimate corporal pun-
ishment and child abuse is, at best, fuzzy ’  (Freeman,  1994 , p. 21). 

  Differentiating  p hysical  p unishment and  p hysical  a buse 

 Defi nitions of words that may be associated with physical punishment also 
create confusion. For example, defi nitions of physical abuse, such as those 
put forward by the World Health Organization and by the International 
Society for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect (Butchart  et al ., 
 2006 ) and defi nitions of corporal or physical punishment, such as those 
proposed by the End Physical Punishment of Children organization 
(Nilsson,  2003  and Pinheiro,  2006 ), suggest a subtle, or non - existent, dif-
ferentiation between these two responses to children. Yet physical punish-
ment is not consistently defi ned, either legally or colloquially, as physical 
abuse.  ‘ Physical abuse ’  is

  the intentional use of physical force against a child that results in  –  or has a 
high likelihood of resulting in  –  harm for the child ’ s health, survival, devel-
opment or dignity. This includes hitting, beating, kicking, shaking, biting, 
strangling, scalding, burning, poisoning and suffocating. Much physical vio-
lence against children in the home is infl icted with the object of punishing. 
 (Butchart  et al .,  2006 , p. 10)    
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  ‘ Physical punishment ’  is

  any punishment in which physical force is intended to cause some degree of 
pain or discomfort: hitting children with a hand, or with a cane, strap or 
other object, kicking, shaking or throwing children, scratching, pinching, 
biting or pulling their hair, forcing them to stay in uncomfortable positions, 
locking or tying them up, burning, scalding or forced ingestion  –  for example 
washing mouths out with soap.  (Nilsson,  2003 , p. 3)    

 Pinheiro, in the  World Report on Violence against Children , maintains that

  corporal punishment involves hitting ( ‘ smacking ’ ,  ‘ slapping ’ ,  ‘ spanking ’ ) chil-
dren, with the hand or with an implement  –  whip, stick, belt, shoe, wooden 
spoon, etc. But it can also involve, for example, kicking, shaking or throwing 
children, scratching, pinching, biting, pulling hair or boxing ears, forcing 
children to stay in uncomfortable positions, burning, scalding or forced 
ingestion (for example, washing children ’ s mouths out with soap or forcing 
them to swallow hot spices).  ( 2006 , pp. 52 – 3)    

 Actions included in Nilsson ’ s  (2003)  and Pinheiro ’ s  (2006)  defi nitions of 
physical and corporal punishment may well result in injuries which would 
be condemned as physical abuse if they were not infl icted upon children 
for disciplinary reasons. 

 The report by the International Society for the Prevention of Child 
Abuse (Daro,  2006 ), which drew on a survey of key informants from 72 
countries across Africa, the Americas, Asia, Europe and Oceania, revealed 
that only 48.6% of all informants felt that physical punishment is consid-
ered abusive in their countries:

  [P]hysical discipline, although often cited in the research as being potentially 
harmful to a child ’ s emotional and physical well - being, remains normative 
practice within many countries and is not considered, in and of itself, syn-
onymous with child abuse.  (Daro,  2006 , p. 14)    

 While injury to a child may differentiate sanctioned physical punishment 
from illegal physical abuse, common law in countries such as the UK, the 
US, Canada, and Australia makes clear that even severe injury to a child 
may be successfully defended as reasonable physical chastisement (Bailey, 
 2003 ; Bitensky,  2006 ; Cashmore and de Haas,  1995 ; Freeman,  1999 ; Pollard, 
 2003 ; Turner,  2002 ). The legal notion of  ‘ reasonableness ’  allows the courts 
to apply standards prevalent in society (Department of Health,  2000 ), but 
defi nitions vary:
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  Words such as  ‘ due ’ ,  ‘ moderate ’ ,  ‘ necessary ’  and  ‘ reasonable ’  as applied to 
chastisement are ever changing, according to the ideas prevailing in our 
minds during the period and conditions in which we live.  (Carpenter v. 
Commonwealth, 186 Va. 851, 44 S.E.2d 419, 424, (Va.  1947 ))    

 Straus and Gelles defi ne physical punishment as  ‘ a legally permissible 
violent act (or acts) carried out as part of the parenting role ’  ( 1990 , p. 137). 
In this context, physical punishment and child abuse may be linked as 
forms of aggression, distinguished only by where they sit on a possible 
continuum (Rodriguez and Sutherland,  1999 ). In some cases the mild 
 ‘ smack ’  or  ‘ tap ’  on a child ’ s hand or bottom escalates into severe and some-
times criminal abuse. Even fatal abuse has been linked to physical punish-
ment (see for example Nielssen  et al .,  2009 ; Wilczynski,  1995; 1997b ), and 
defi nitions of fatal abuse (such as this one from Somander and Rammer, 
 1991 ) may refl ect this:

  [T]he killing of a child by one or a series of assaults by a parent or a person 
with the status of a parent to eliminate a disturbing behaviour of a child 
without the intention to kill. (p. 47)    

   ‘ Corporal  p unishment ’ ,  p hysical  p unishment and  ‘  l awful  c orrection ’  

 The term  ‘ corporal punishment ’  is typically used in association with physi-
cal punishment legally infl icted in schools and children ’ s institutions 
(Human Rights Watch,  2008 ). The terms  ‘ physical chastisement ’  and  ‘ lawful 
correction ’  are frequently used in legal documents and the writings of legal 
researchers. However, the terms  ‘ physical punishment ’ ,  ‘ physical discipline ’ , 
 ‘ physical chastisement ’ ,  ‘ lawful correction ’  and  ‘ corporal punishment ’  are 
often used interchangeably. Defi nitions of these terms typically emphasize 
the perpetrator ’ s intent to cause pain or discomfort but not to injure the 
child:

  Corporal punishment is the use of physical force with the intention of 
causing a child pain, but not injury, for the purposes of correction or control 
of the child ’ s behaviour  …  this defi nition includes the phrase  ‘ but not injury ’  
in order to distinguish corporal punishment from physical abuse [but] 
causing pain is intentional.  (Straus,  1994 , pp. 4 – 5)    

 Tenuous distinctions and preconditions appear in Straus ’ s  (1994)  defi ni-
tion. Of signifi cance, Straus  (1996)  observes that parental self - control may 
be absent from incidents of physical punishment, and the child may be 
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unintentionally injured as a result. Moreover, a parent ’ s reason for physi-
cally punishing a child may have more to do with the parent ’ s emotional 
state and living conditions, particularly in situations of domestic violence, 
than with the inappropriateness of the child ’ s behaviour (Cohen,  1996 ; 
Silverstein  et al. ,  2009 ). Bitensky, subtly modifying Straus ’ s  (1994)  defi ni-
tion, defi nes  ‘ corporal punishment ’  as  ‘ the use of physical force upon a 
child ’ s body with the intention of causing the child to experience bodily 
pain so as to correct or punish the child ’ s behavior ’  (Bitensky,  2006 , p. xix). 
The Committee on the Rights of the Child defi nes  ‘ corporal punishment ’  
as  ‘ any punishment in which physical force is used and intended to cause 
some degree of discomfort, however light ’  (Bitensky,  2006 , p. 4).  

  Defi ning  ‘  d iscipline ’  

 Greven  (1990)  attempts to distinguish physical discipline from corporal 
punishment by maintaining that the former is a positive and necessary 
aspect of parenting, while the latter is an infl iction of pain on a child both 
for retribution and parental power assertion. However, punishment of 
children, especially physical punishment, is not an essential element of 
discipline. Carey defi nes  ‘ punishment ’  as  ‘ one of a variety of strategies a 
person may choose to use when disciplining ’  ( 1994 , p. 1006). He defi nes 
 ‘ discipline ’  as  ‘ correcting, shaping or refi ning the mental facilities or moral 
character of an individual ’  (Carey,  1994 , p. 1006). 

 The distinction between punishment and discipline is signifi cant because 
all children need discipline. McCord  (1996)  contends that painful punish-
ment actually detracts from discipline as it communicates to children that 
it is acceptable to infl ict pain on others.  

  Defi ning  ‘  v iolence ’  

 Another word associated with physical punishment is violence, variously 
defi ned with emphasis either on causing pain/injury or on legality.  ‘ Vio-
lence ’  has been defi ned in the following ways:  ‘ behaviour ’  which involves 
 ‘ physical force ’  with the intention of hurting, damaging or killing  ‘ someone 
or something ’  (Pearsall,  1998 , p. 2063),  ‘ an act carried out with the inten-
tion, or perceived intention, of causing pain or injury to another person ’  
(Straus,  1994 , p. 7), and  ‘ the use of force in a social situation in a way that 
those in power defi ne as illegitimate ’  (Dartington Social Research Unit, 
1983, in Bullock,  1989 , p. 18). 
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 The Dartington defi nition suggests that physical force such as the lawful 
chastisement of children may not be violence, whereas the former defi ni-
tions of violence would include all types and degrees of physical punish-
ment. Physical punishment ’ s broad manifestations and community 
approval led Graziano  et al.   (1996)  to suggest a continuum of violence 
beginning with  ‘ sub - abusive ’  violence.  ‘ Sub - abusive ’  violence includes 
 ‘ appropriate ’  well - meaning disciplinary responses such as  ‘ spanking, hitting, 
whipping and so forth, at all levels of violence too low to be considered 
abusive ’  (Graziano  et al. ,  1996 , p. 413). Other writers refer to  ‘ child rearing 
violence ’  (Hemenway  et al. ,  1994 , p. 1011),  ‘ ordinary violence ’  (Straus,  1983 , 
p. 213),  ‘ normal violence ’  (Gelles and Cornell,  1990 , p. 21) and  ‘ primordial 
violence ’  (Straus,  2009 , p. 1314). Indeed, Steinmetz and Straus refer to the 
family as the  ‘ cradle of violence ’  ( 1973 , p. 50). Almost two - thirds of children 
in Mullender  et al.  ’ s study perceived  ‘ threats to hurt ’  and physical aggression 
as equally violent ( 2002 , p. 47).  

  Physical  p unishment and  ‘  d omestic  v iolence ’  

 A related term, not usually associated with physical punishment, is  ‘ domes-
tic violence ’ , generally defi ned as  ‘ violence between adults in the home ’  
(Mullender  et al. ,  2002 , p. 36).  ‘ Domestic violence ’  is usually perpetrated 
by a man against a woman with whom he has some relationship (McGee, 
 1997 ). The so - called  ‘ witnessing ’  of  ‘ domestic violence ’  is considered a form 
of child abuse (see, for example, Bedi and Goddard,  2007 ). However, the 
term  ‘ domestic violence ’  does not typically incorporate adults ’  violent 
responses to children (Lansdown,  2000 ). 

 In the study by Mullender  et al.   (2002) , 95% of children understood 
 ‘ violence/hitting ’ ,  ‘ fi ghting ’  and  ‘ arguing ’  to be constituents of  ‘ domestic 
violence ’ , with a small percentage of children also including child abuse in 
their defi nition. McGee  (1997)  describes children witnessing, over - hearing, 
feeling responsible for, and seeing the effects of adult - to - adult violence 
occurring in their homes. Children who have lived in violent families 
predominantly express sadness and fear, though they may simultaneously 
feel anger, distress, fear and confusion (Mullender  et al. ,  2002 ). Parental 
physical punishment is a form of domestic violence requiring recognition 
and research. Lansdown states that  ‘ violence involves a lack of respect for 
the victim, and a belief that the perpetrator is entitled to behave in ways 
that are not reciprocal ’ . We have started, she observes, to challenge  ‘ these 
assumptions in respect of violence against women ’  but they persistently 
infl uence  ‘ the large majority of parents in the upbringing of children ’  
( 2000 , p. 417).  
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  Colloquialisms 

 Pollock ( 1983 , pp. 200 – 201) reveals that prior to the 19th century, when 
the euphemisms  ‘ spanking ’  and  ‘ smacking ’  appeared in the diaries of 
Louisa Alcott and Frances Shelley, the word  ‘ whipping ’  was probably an 
umbrella term for various means of physical punishment, with or without 
an implement. Primary sources indicate that children were  ‘ whipped ’  with 
a parent ’ s  ‘ palm ’  and with a  ‘ stick ’ ; a  ‘ whipping ’  may not have described 
parental brutality (Pollock,  1983 , p. 200). The nature of the physical pun-
ishment to which children were subjected historically may therefore be 
unclear. Words may be misleading and  ‘ ambiguous ’  (Straus,  1994 , p. 5). In 
the US, Straus observes, many people in poorer communities refer to all 
physical punishment as  ‘ beating ’ , although some of these people would use 
 ‘ spanking ’  to refer to hitting the child on an exposed bottom. In contrast, 
middle - income Americans  ‘ spank ’  their children by  ‘ slapping or hitting any 
part of the child ’  (Straus,  1994 , p. 5). In Canada, Turner defi nes  ‘ punitive 
spanking ’  as

  the bringing down of the hand or an object once or more than once on the 
clothed or bare buttocks of another with a degree of force to convey the 
spanker ’ s real disapproval or anger with some aspect of the other ’ s behaviour 
or character  …  to be an effective punishment, the degree of force used must 
cause the other pain.  ( 2002 , p. 194)    

 In Australia and the UK, parents commonly refer to physical punishment 
as  ‘ smacking ’ . When parents ’  views on  ‘ smacking ’  are sought in polls, a range 
of responses may be included and understood, such as  ‘ single smacks, 
spanking, beating with a slipper or wooden spoon or whipping with a belt ’  
(Leach,  1999 , p. 4). 

 The  New Oxford Dictionary of English  (Pearsall,  1998 , p. 1756) and  The 
Australian Pocket Oxford Dictionary  (Moore,  2002 , p. 1040) defi ne a  ‘ smack ’  
as  ‘ a sharp slap or blow ’ . Pearsall suggests that a  ‘ smack ’  is characteristically 
applied  ‘ with the palm of the hand ’  (Pearsall,  1998 , p. 1756). Children have 
defi ned a  ‘ smack ’  as  ‘ a hard or very hard hit  …  usually on the bottom, arm 
or head [and] smacking hurts ’  (Willow and Hyder,  1998 , p. 11). Willow and 
Hyder assert that children ’ s perspectives refute adults ’  contentions that 
 ‘ smacking ’  is not the same as hitting. They maintain that adults prefer to 
equate  ‘ smacking ’  with a  ‘ gentle tap ’  or a  ‘ loving slap ’  yet  ‘ in all group dis-
cussions children said  ‘ smacking ’  was hitting ’  (Willow and Hyder,  1998 , p. 
89). Indeed, one child observed,  ‘ A smack is parents trying to hit you, [but] 
instead of calling it a hit they call it a  “ smack ”  ’  (Willow and Hyder,  1998 , 
p. 27).   
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  The  s ignifi cance of  s anctioned  p hysical  p unishment 

 It seems clear that  ‘ much violence is learnt at home, home therefore is 
surely where we should begin to arrest the process ’  (Goddard,  1994 , p. 12). 
Physical punishment was permitted in all Australian schools until 1983 
(Ware,  1983 ). It was banned in UK state schools in 1986 and in private 
schools a decade later. Although schools prohibit corporal punishment, 
common law and statute still permits parents to punish children physically, 
even with an implement, such as a belt, a wooden spoon or a stick. While 
the acceptability of hitting children is increasingly questioned (see, for 
example, Tucci  et al. ,  2002; 2006 ), attitudinal changes are not refl ected in, 
or encouraged by, current laws. Parents are expected to discipline their 
children, even physically, with forethought and self - control. Many children, 
however, have been seriously injured, or even killed, in the name of disci-
pline (Korbin,  1989 ; Nielssen  et al. ,  2009 ; Wilczynski,  1995; 1997b ), and 
when charged with assault, parents may sometimes defend their actions as 
lawful correction. 

 Questions about what is and what is not acceptable behaviour towards 
children, and when physical punishment ends and child abuse begins, elicit 
considerable public and professional controversy. Child protection profes-
sionals struggle when confronted with confl icts between children ’ s rights 
and parents ’  rights. Yet, legally permitted physical punishment exposes 
children to a physically threatening environment, violates children ’ s rights 
to physical integrity and to protection from harm, promotes violence as an 
acceptable means of resolving confl ict, and reinforces the misconception 
that physical punishment is an effective form of discipline. Countries such 
as Australia, the US, the UK and Canada lag behind many other countries 
that have taken positive steps to enhance the status and human rights of 
children by prohibiting physical punishment.  

  An  o verview of this  b ook 

 In Chapter  2  we discuss the literature on children, childhood and parenting 
with a particular focus on the part physical punishment and child abuse 
have played in silencing children and denying them rights as human 
beings. Chapter  3  explores some legal perspectives on physical discipline 
of children, and reviews differing common law and legislative responses to 
physical punishment. Chapter  4  briefl y outlines the practical and ethical 
process undertaken to gather, analyse and report the contributions of the 
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children and adults who participated in the research upon which this book 
is based. 

 Chapter  5  begins with reference to research that indicates the current 
nature and incidence of physical punishment in the US, the UK, Canada 
and Australia. We then extend our analysis of language, exploring the dif-
ferent meanings attributed to words commonly associated with physical 
punishment and discipline and highlighting differences between them. 
This analysis serves to enhance understanding of the descriptions that 
follow of participants ’  physical punishment at school, at home and in 
public. In Chapter  6  we extend our exploration of the meaning given to 
words associated with physical punishment, particularly the descriptors 
 ‘ violent ’ ,  ‘ violence ’  and  ‘ child abuse ’ . We then explore participants ’  under-
standing of these and whether they associate them with parents ’  disciplin-
ary responses to children. Professionals ’  concerns about physical punishment 
are then presented in the context of differing perceptions of its 
effectiveness. 

 Chapter  7  completes our language analysis through an exploration of 
language associated with children ’ s sanctioned physical punishment, and 
language used to refer to children and to characterize childhood. Attention 
is focused on the power of words both to minimize and challenge violent 
actions directed at children. Some adults ’  and children ’ s perceptions of 
children ’ s status in contexts that sanction physical punishment are then 
documented. Chapter  8  explores some of the literature on the effects of 
physical punishment. The insights of the children and adults in this research 
are then presented. 

 In Chapter  9  we ask what motivates parents to punish children physically 
and, in contexts where physical punishment continues from one generation 
to the next, how it is explained and justifi ed. Discussion focuses on different 
parenting styles as well as some theoretical understandings of the reasons 
why physical punishment persists. We then present the perspectives of the 
adults, families, and children from this research. 

 Chapter  10  focuses on arguments about the morality of physically pun-
ishing children. We present participants ’  views on current legal responses 
and law reform, along with children ’ s comments on alternatives to physical 
punishment and their ideas about channels through which children ’ s feel-
ings and views could be communicated. Finally, Chapter  11  briefl y consid-
ers what needs to change in order for children to be granted the right to 
the physical integrity that they deserve.         




